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Abstract
In exploring self-biases in cognition and decision-making, recent research has
demonstrated cultural variation in the emergence of the self-ownership effect in
memory. Whereas Westerners display enhanced memory for items owned by the
self (vs. mother), this effect is reversed among Asian participants. Developing this
line of inquiry, here we considered whether cultural influences on ownership extend
to other outcomes—specifically, the efficiency of object categorization. In two
experiments, Western and Asian participants were required to report if previously
assigned items (i.e., pencils and pens) were owned-by-self or owned-by-mother.
Results revealed a self-prioritization effect for participants from both cultures, such
that responses were faster to self-owned than mother-owned objects. To establish
the origin of this effect, the processes underlying task performance were interro-
gated using a hierarchical drift diffusion model approach. Results of these analyses
revealed that the self-ownership effect was underpinned primarily by a pre-deci-
sional bias (i.e., starting point of evidence accumulation). These findings elucidate
the extent and origin of the self-ownership effect during object processing.
Keywords Self  Ownership  Culture  Decision-making  Drift diffusion
model
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Introduction
As a fundamental psychological construct, the self influences core facets of social-
cognitive functioning. It guides thinking and doing, shapes interpersonal exchanges,
and provides stability and coherence to the flux of subjective experience (Baars
1988; Boyer et al. 2005; Conway and Pleydell-Pearce 2000; Gallagher 2000; James
1890; Kihlstrom and Klein 1994; Neisser 1988). Little wonder, therefore,
researchers have spent decades exploring the effects of self-referential processing
on cognition and decision-making. The fruits of these efforts have been
considerable, with a powerful message emanating from the literature—self-
relevance exerts a potent influence on stimulus processing and response generation
(Baumeister 1998; Conway and Pleydell-Pearce 2000; Heatherton 2011; Sui and
Humphreys 2015; Truong and Todd 2017). Quite when and how some of these
effects arise, however, remains a matter of continued empirical investigation.
Self-relevance and memory
Although impacting a range of cognitive outcomes (e.g., Baumeister 1998; Mezulis
et al. 2004), research to date has focused mainly on the effects of self-referencing
(i.e., associating items with the self) on memory function. A highly reliable finding
has emerged from this body of work (Conway 2005; Conway and Pleydell-Pearce
2000; Heatherton et al. 2004). When remembering the past, self-referential
encoding affords information a significant benefit in both recognition and recall, a
phenomenon termed the self-reference effect (SRE, e.g., Kelley et al. 2002; Macrae
et al. 2004; Maki and McCaul 1985; Rogers et al. 1977; Symons and Johnson 1997).
In the typical experimental paradigm, following a task in which participants are
required to rate the extent to which personality characteristics are descriptive of the
self and a familiar other (e.g., best friend, celebrity), items encoded in the context of
the self (vs. other) are advantaged in memory (see Symons and Johnson 1997). This
benefit has been attributed to the operation of a highly accessible and elaborative
self-construct that enriches stimulus encoding and representation, hence facilitates
memory performance (Conway and Dewhurst 1995; Johnson et al. 1993; Keenan
and Baillet 1980; Klein and Loftus 1988; Rogers et al. 1977; Symons and Johnson
1997).
Reflecting the importance of the self-concept, the effects of self-referencing
extend beyond the explicit appraisal (and subsequent recollection) of personality
characteristics. In particular, an extensive literature has demonstrated that owner-
ship exerts a powerful influence on judgment and memory (see Dawkins et al.
2017). For example, owned (vs. not owned) objects are treated as psychological
extensions of the self (Beggan 1992; James 1890), triggering a host of self-serving
judgmental and memorial biases. Typified by the ‘‘mere ownership’’ effect, objects
randomly assigned to the self are deemed to be more desirable (Beggan 1992; Belk
1988) and valuable (i.e., endowment effect, Kahneman et al. 1991; Morewedge and
Giblin 2015) than equivalent items with no prior self-association, effects that have
also been reported in young children (e.g., Fasig 2000; Hay 2006). In addition,
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paralleling the SRE, items owned by the self (vs. another person) are also privileged
in memory (i.e., self-ownership effect), even when the basis of ownership is
arbitrary and the objects are quite trivial (e.g., Cloutier and Macrae 2008;
Cunningham et al. 2008; Turk et al. 2011).
Culture and self-relevance
Grounded in different patterns of self-construal, cultural factors have been shown to
exert significant influence on the products of self-referential processing, including
ownership effects (Han and Northoff 2008; Kitayama and Uskul 2011; Markus and
Kitayama Markus and Kitayama 1991; Masuda and Nisbett 2006; Sparks et al.
2016). Whereas Western cultures emphasize independence and view the self as
distinct from others, Asian cultures value interdependence and see the self as highly
interconnected with other people, particularly close family members (Markus and
Kitayama 1991; Zhu and Han 2008). An interesting consequence of this
interconnectedness is that the benefits of self-referential processing are commonly
modified among East Asians (Feng et al. 2013; Zhao et al. 2014; Zhu and Zhang
2002; Zhu et al. 2007). For example, Sparks et al. (2016) recently showed that Asian
(vs. Western) participants display a reversed self-ownership effect in memory when
objects are associated with a close other; notably, mother (i.e., self\mother)1.
Also potentially impacting memory performance are cultural differences in the
manner in which objects are perceived (Kitayama and Uskul 2011). Whilst
Westerners are believed to process objects in an elemental, piecemeal way; Asians
tend to adopt a more holistic strategy, such that they exhibit greater sensitivity to the
context in which items are encountered (Masuda and Nisbett 2001, 2006; Nisbett
and Masuda 2003). For example, Masuda and Nisbett (2001) showed that, compared
to Westerners, East Asians were less likely to recognize target objects if, between
study and test, the context in which the objects were encoded was changed.
Relatedly, at a perceptual level, Chua et al. (2005) demonstrated that, when viewing
complex scenes, whereas Asians fixated faster and longer on background items,
Westerners made more saccades to central objects. As a result of these variations in
perceptual style (i.e., analytic vs. holistic), it has been suggested that Asians forge
weaker connections between objects and the self, hence the benefits of self-
referential processing are attenuated (or abolished). Work of this kind underlines the
value of exploring potential cultural differences in self-prioritization during object
processing.
That cultural factors shape performance in this way resonates, at least in part,
with brain imaging work exploring the neural bases of self-referential and object
processing (Han and Humphreys 2016; Han and Northoff 2008; Park and Huang
2010). While this research has revealed that activity in the medial prefrontal cortex
(MPFC) differentiates between the self and close others in Westerners (Heatherton
1 Although sometimes attenuated in magnitude, the standard memory advantage is typically observed
when the self and mother are contrasted among Western participants (Symons and Johnson 1997). In
contrast with the current investigation, Sparks et al. (2016) recruited both Asian and Western participants
in the West (i.e., Australia).
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et al. 2006), among Asians the evidence is somewhat mixed. Although several
studies have shown that MPFC does not distinguish the self from mother in Chinese
participants (e.g., Wang et al. 2012; Zhu and Zhang 2002; Zhu et al. 2007), other
work has revealed a self-bias in both Western and East Asian samples (Chen et al.
2013). In terms of object processing, Gutchess et al. (2006) revealed interesting
cultural differences in the regions of the brain that are recruited during the
perception of complex scenes. Whereas Westerners (vs. Asians) showed greater
activity in object-processing areas in the ventral visual cortex (i.e., areas important
for semantic processing), Asians (vs. Westerners) displayed more activation in areas
implicated in structural perceptual analyses (i.e., left occipital and fusiform areas).
Pertinent to the current investigation, compared to memorial outcomes (Sparks
et al. 2016), perceptual decision-making has been shown to yield a standard self-
prioritization effect when the self and mother are contrasted across cultures
(Humphreys and Sui 2016; Sui and Humphreys 2015). After coupling arbitrary
geometric shapes with person labels (e.g., circle = you, triangle = mother),
perceptual-matching judgments (i.e., do the items go together?) are fastest and
most accurate for stimulus-pairs associated with the self (vs. mother), an effect that
is displayed by Western and Asian participants alike (see Sui et al. 2012, 2014).
According to Sui and Humphreys (2015), through reciprocal connections between
regions of the prefrontal (i.e., vMPFC) and temporal (i.e., posterior STS) cortices, a
Self-Attention Network (SAN) serves to enhance the perceptual salience of
personally-relevant material (Kim and Johnson 2012, 2015; Northoff 2016; Schmitz
and Johnson 2007; Sui and Gu 2017; Truong and Todd 2017). In turn, this enhanced
perceptual salience facilitates stimulus processing and task performance, quite
independently of patterns of cultural socialization (Sui et al. 2014).
In pondering these contradictory findings, Sparks et al. (2016) have suggested
that inconsistencies in the literature may derive from the specific requirements of
the ownership tasks under investigation (e.g., semantic processing vs. perceptual
identification) and the manner in which self-referential is operationalized. For
example, it is possible that perceptual-matching judgments fail to tap the elaborative
processing operations that are acknowledged to drive the effects of stimulus-
relevance on recognition and recall (Klein and Loftus 1988; Rogers et al. 1977;
Symons and Johnson 1997). In addition, judging geometric shapes that serve as
proxies for various social targets (e.g., self, mother, friend, stranger) may be a step
removed from the task settings (e.g., personality judgments, object ownership) and
stimulus materials (e.g., traits, household items) that are typically employed in work
exploring the effects of self-referential processing (e.g., Cunningham et al. 2008;
Rogers et al. 1977; Sparks et al. 2016). In the context of ownership and stimulus
prioritization, these observations raise an interesting question. What would happen
if participants were required to classify meaningful items (cf. geometric shapes) that
were either owned-by-self or owned-by-mother in a perceptual decision-making
task (Humphreys and Sui 2016; Sui and Humphreys 2015)? Would cultural
differences in self-construal trigger divergent effects between Western and Asian
participants (Sparks et al. 2016), or would a basic self-prioritization effect emerge
regardless of cultural socialization (Sui et al. 2012, 2014)? We explored this issue in
the current investigation.
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The current research
Previously, Golubickis et al. (2018) have demonstrated the benefits of self-relevance
(i.e., ownership) on object categorization. In a modified ownership task, participants
were initially informed that a class of items (from 2 possible categories) belonged
either to the self or another person (i.e., Expt. 1 = stranger; Expt. 2 = best friend).
Afterwards, in an object-classification task, they had to report (as quickly and
accurately as possible) whether a series of exemplars from each of the categories
was owned-by-self or owned-by-other. The results yielded a basic self-prioritization
effect (Humphreys and Sui 2016; Sui and Humphreys 2015), such that ownership
facilitated object categorization whether the target of comparison was a stranger or
best friend (Sui et al. 2012). Accordingly, here we will adopt this paradigm to
investigate the effects of ownership on object categorization in Western and Asian
participants, but with an important alteration. On this occasion, the self and mother
will be compared (Sparks et al. 2016; Sui et al. 2014).
To explore the processes underpinning task performance, computational
modeling (i.e., drift diffusion model (DDM) analysis) will be used to explicate
the specific pathway (or pathways) through which ownership influences decision-
making (e.g., Golubickis et al. 2017, 2018; Macrae et al. 2017). In any task context,
there are two distinct ways in which decisional processing can be biased. These
pertain to how a stimulus is processed and how a response is generated, with each
source of bias reflecting a different underlying component of decisional processing
(Voss et al. 2004, 2013; White and Poldrack 2014). Whereas variability in stimulus
processing affects the quality of information gathering during decision-making (i.e.,
dynamic stimulus bias), adjustments in response preparation influence how much
evidence is required before a specific judgment is made (i.e., prior or pre-decisional
bias). The theoretical value of a DDM analysis resides in its ability to isolate these
independent forms of bias, thereby elucidate the component processes that underpin
decision-making (Ratcliff 1978; Ratcliff and Rouder 1998; Ratcliff et al. 2016; Voss
et al. 2004, 2013; Wagenmakers 2009).
The DDM assumes that, during binary decision-making (e.g., owned-by-self vs.
owned-by-other), noisy information is continuously sampled until sufficient
evidence is acquired to initiate a response (see Fig. 1 for a schematic representation
of the model). The duration of the diffusion process is known as the decision time,
and the process itself can be characterized by several important parameters. Drift
rate (v) estimates the speed of information gathering (i.e., larger drift rate = faster
information uptake), thus is interpreted as a measure of the quality of visual
processing during decision-making (White and Poldrack 2014). Boundary separa-
tion (a) estimates the distance between the two decision thresholds (i.e., self-owned
vs. other-owned), hence indicates how much evidence is required before a response
is made (i.e., larger (smaller) values indicate more conservative (liberal) respond-
ing). The starting point (z) defines the position between the decision thresholds at
which evidence accumulation begins. If z is not centered between the thresholds
(i.e., z = 0.5), this denotes an a priori bias in favor of the response that is closer to
the starting point (White and Poldrack 2014). In other words, less evidence is
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required to reach the preferred (vs. non-preferred) threshold. Finally, the duration of
all non-decisional processes is given by the additional parameter t0, which is taken
to indicate biases in stimulus encoding and response execution (Voss et al. 2010).
Applied successfully to a wide range of cognitive tasks (see Spaniol et al. 2006;
Wagenmakers 2009), a DDM analysis is useful in the current context as it has the
capacity to reveal the origin of stimulus prioritization during object categorization.
Previously, Golubickis et al. (2018) have shown that, at least among Western
participants, differences in the starting point of evidence gathering (i.e., z) underpin
the self-ownership effect. Specifically, displaying an egocentric pre-decisional bias
(e.g., Epley and Gilovich 2004; Epley et al. 2004), participants required less
evidence when responding to self-owned than either stranger-owned or friend-
owned items. Albeit with a different target of comparison (i.e., mother), an
equivalent effect is expected to emerge in the current work. What remains to be
seen, however, is whether a comparable bias underpins responding among Asian
participants (Kitayama and Uskul 2011).
Experiment 1
The goal of Experiment 1 was to explore the effects of self-relevance (i.e.,
ownership) on object categorization in Western and Southeast Asian participants.
Following Golubickis et al. (2018), participants were presented with objects (i.e.,
pencils or pens) that ostensibly belonged either to the self or mother. Their task was
simply to classify the items (i.e., owned-by-self vs. owned-by-mother) as quickly
and accurately as possible. Replicating Golubickis et al. (2018), we expected
Fig. 1 Schematic representation of the drift diffusion model. An information gathering process begins at
starting point z and continues with a mean slope v until it reaches an upper (a) or lower (0) threshold.
Non-decision processes (t0) reflect how much time elapses before/after the decision process. The process
durations and outcomes vary from trial to trial because of random noise. Outside the threshold boundaries
the response distributions are shown
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Westerners to display a standard self-prioritization effect, such that responses would
be faster (and more accurate) to self-owned than mother-owned items. Of empirical
interest was whether Southeast Asians would respond in a similar manner (see Sui
et al. 2014) or, instead, exhibit an advantage for items owned-by-mother (Sparks
et al. 2016). To identify the processes underpinning task performance, data were
interrogated using a Hierarchical Drift Diffusion model (HDDM) analysis (Wieki
et al. 2013).
Method
Participants and design
Forty-eight young adults took part in the study; 24 of whom resided in the West
(i.e., Aberdeen, Scotland; 5 males, Mage = 20.21, SD = 4.17), and 24 of whom
resided in Southeast Asia (i.e., Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia; 14 males, Mage = 26.41,
SD = 4.06).2 All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity and
reported that, to date, they had lived entirely in either the UK or Malaysia,
respectively. Informed consent was obtained from participants prior to the
commencement of the experiment and the protocol was reviewed and approved
by the Ethics Committee at the School of Psychology, University of Aberdeen. The
experiment had a 2 (Culture: Western vs. Asian) 9 2 (Ownership: self vs. mother)
mixed-design with repeated measures on the second factor.
Stimulus materials and procedure
Participants were approached individually—in Aberdeen, Scotland and Kuala
Lumpur, Malaysia—by an experimenter and asked if they would take part in a brief
object-categorization task (Golubickis et al. 2018). On securing their consent, each
participant was seated facing a laptop computer and the experimenter explained that
the study comprised an object-categorization task featuring two classes of objects;
pencils and pens. Next, participants were told that, prior to the commencement of
the task, the computer would randomly assign one category of object to them (i.e.,
owned-by-self) and the other category of object to their mother (i.e., owned-by-
mother). That is, participants would own all the items (i.e., pencils or pens) from
one of the categories, and their mother would own all the items from the other
category. Participants then pressed the spacebar on the keyboard and text appeared
on the screen revealing who had been assigned the pencils and pens, respectively
(e.g., you = pens, mother = pencils). Assignment of the objects to the self and
mother was counterbalanced across the Western and Asian samples. The experi-
menter then explained that, on the computer screen, participants would be presented
with a series of pictures of individual pencils and pens and their task was simply to
report (via a button press), as quickly and accurately as possible, whether the item
belonged to them (i.e., self) or their mother. Using their dominant hand,
2 Adopting a Bayesian approach, our sampling plan was to collect data from 24 participants in each
location then establish if sufficient evidence had been gathered (Scho¨nbrodt et al. 2017).
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participants’ responses were given via two buttons on the keyboard (i.e., M & N).
Key-response mappings were counterbalanced across participants and the labels
‘mine’ and ‘mother’ were located above the relevant response buttons.
Each trial began with the presentation of a central fixation cross for 1000 ms,
followed by the picture of a pencil or pen for 100 ms. After each object was
presented, the screen turned blank until participants reported the owner of the item
(i.e., self or mother). Following each response, the fixation cross re-appeared and the
next trial commenced. The two categories of stimuli comprised photographs of 28
unique objects (14 pencils and 14 pens) that were taken from Google images and
edited using Photoshop CS6, such that each pencil or pen was oriented obliquely
from the left-bottom to the right-top corner. Images were 140 9 140 pixels in size
(3.8 9 3.8), greyscale, and matched for luminance. Participants initially
performed 18 practice trials (i.e., 9 pens and 9 pencils randomly drawn from each
stimulus set), followed by two blocks of 112 trials in which all stimuli occurred
equally often (i.e., 4 times per block) in a random order. In total, there were 224
trials, with 112 trials in each condition (i.e., self-owned trials vs. mother-owned
trials). On completion of the task, participants were debriefed, thanked, and
dismissed.
Results
Object categorization
Responses faster than 200 ms were excluded from the analysis, eliminating less than
1% of the overall number of trials. Table 1 shows the accuracy and response time
(RT) data. Participants’ mean reaction times were submitted to a 2 (Culture:
Western vs. Asian) 9 2 (Ownership: self vs. mother) Bayesian mixed-model
analysis of variance (ANOVA) using the software package JASP, with a default
distribution of prior model probabilities (see ‘‘Appendix A’’—JASP Team 2017;
Rouder et al. 2012). Comparison of the resulting models showed that the main
effects model (Culture ? Ownership, BF10 = 21.44) was preferred to the interac-
tion model (Culture ? Ownership ? Culture 9 Ownership, BF10 = 8.69) by a
Bayes Factor of 2.47. Specifically, there was strong evidence for the effect of
Ownership (BF10 = 13.41) on task performance, but only anecdotal evidence for the
effect of culture (BF10 = 1.64) on object categorization (Wagenmakers et al. 2011).
Further analysis of effects revealed limited evidence for the inclusion of Culture
Table 1 Mean reaction time
(RT) and accuracy (%) as a
function of culture and
ownership (Expt. 1)
Culture Ownership Mean RT (ms) Accuracy (%)
Western Self 510 (47) 93 (6)
Mother 531 (51) 90 (9)
Asian Self 552 (82) 94 (6)
Mother 567 (82) 90 (10)
Standard deviations appear within parentheses
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(BFIncl = 1.47). Thus, regardless of cultural socialization, responses were faster
when items were owned-by-self (M = 531 ms) than owned-by-mother
(M = 549 ms).
Accuracy
A 2 (Culture: Western vs. Asian) 9 2 (Ownership: self vs. mother) Bayesian mixed-
model ANOVA conducted using JASP, with a default distribution of prior model
probabilities, provided only anecdotal evidence for the effect of Ownership on task
performance (BF10 = 2.05; see ‘‘Appendix A’’), such that accuracy was greater for
self-owned (M = 94%) than mother-owned (M = 90%) items (Wagenmakers et al.
2011). Further analysis of effects revealed no evidence for the inclusion of Culture
(BFIncl = 0.25).
Drift diffusion modeling
Our previous analysis suggested there were no cultural differences in task
performance. Given the results reported by Golubickis et al. (2018), we take this
to mean that a pre-decisional bias for self-related information does not differ
between cultures. To confirm this interpretation, we submitted the current data to a
HDDM analysis. HDDM is an open-source software package written in Python for
the hierarchical Bayesian estimation of drift diffusion model parameters (Wieki
et al. 2013). This approach assumes that the model parameters for individual
participants are random samples drawn from group-level distributions and uses
Bayesian statistical methods to estimate all parameters at both the group- and
individual-participant level (Vandekerckhove et al. 2011). An advantage of this
approach is that it is robust at recovering model parameters when less data is
available (Wiecki et al. 2013). Models were response coded, such that the upper
threshold corresponded to an ‘owned-by-self’ response and the lower threshold to an
‘owned-by-mother’ response (Golubickis et al. 2018). As the self-ownership effect
was observed across both cultures, only Ownership was modeled in the HDDM
analysis.
Based on Dunovan et al. (2014), three models were estimated for comparison
(see Table 2). First, a prior bias model (PBM) that allowed starting point (z) to vary
Table 2 Deviance Information
Criterion (DIC) for each model
(Experiments 1 & 2)
Model Allowed to vary ownership Fixed DIC
Expt. 1 Expt. 2
PBM z v - 6035 - 6834
DBM v z - 5747 - 6431
MSM v, z – - 6161 - 6927
z = starting point, v = drift rate. Fixed z indicates a starting value
centered between the thresholds (z = .5). A DIC difference of 10 is
strong evidence for a model (Kass and Raftery 1995)
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as a function of Ownership (i.e., self vs. mother) was estimated. This model tested
whether task performance was underpinned by a prior response bias only (i.e.,
differences in information sampling requirements). Second, a dynamic bias model
(DBM) that allowed drift rate (v) to vary as a function of Ownership (i.e., self vs.
mother) was estimated. This model tested whether task performance was
underpinned by differences in the efficiency of stimulus processing (i.e., drift rate,
v) during decision-making. Finally, a multi-stage model (MSM) was estimated that
considered the extent to which task performance was underpinned by a combination
of prior (i.e., z) and dynamic (i.e., v) biases.
Bayesian posterior distributions were modeled using a Markov Chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC) with 10,000 samples (following 1,000 burn in samples). Outliers
(5% of trials) were removed by the HDDM software (Ratcliff and Tuerlinckx 2002).
As can be seen in Table 2, the MSM yielded the best fit (i.e., lowest DIC value). The
DIC was adopted as it is routinely used for hierarchical Bayesian model comparison
(Spiegelhalter et al. 1998). As diffusion models were fit hierarchically rather than
individually for each participant, a single value was calculated for each model that
reflected the overall fit to the data at the participant- and group-level. Lower DIC
values favor models with the highest likelihood and least number of parameters.
Interrogation of the posterior distributions revealed that task performance was
underpinned by a prior bias (see Fig. 2). Specifically, comparison of the observed
starting value (z = .64) with no bias (i.e., z = 0.50) yielded very strong evidence of a
pre-decisional bias toward self-owned responses (pBayes(bias[ 0.5)\ .001)
3. A
comparison of drift rates (v, negative drift rates were first multiplied by - 1) yielded
no evidence of a difference in the rate of information uptake between self-owned
and mother-owned objects (respective Ms: 4.20 vs. 4.02, pBayes[self[mother]
= .413).4
Discussion
The results of Experiment 1 furnished evidence that ownership influenced the speed
of object categorization regardless of cultural socialization. Compared with pencils
or pens that were owned-by-mother, identical self-owned items elicited faster
classification times in participants from both the UK and Malaysia. This
corroborates the finding that self-relevance facilitates perceptual decision-making
among Westerners and Asians alike (Sui et al. 2012, 2014). In exploring the origin
of this self-ownership effect, an HDDM analysis yielded evidence for the operation
of a prior bias. Replicating Golubickis et al. (2018), ownership mapped onto the
3 Bayesian p values quantify the degree to which the difference in the posterior distribution is consistent
with the hypothesis that the parameter is greater for self-owned than mother-owned. For example, a
Bayesian p of .05 indicates that 95% of the posterior distribution supports the hypothesis.
4 As no substantial evidence for cultural effects was observed in the ANOVA, adding culture to the
HDDM models may not be warranted as it is unlikely to moderate any parameters. To ensure
completeness however, models were rerun with culture included. As would be expected based on the
ANOVA, culture did not modify any parameters and resulted in larger DIC estimates.
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starting value (z) of the DDM, such that participants required less evidence when
responding to self-owned than mother-owned items.
Collectively, the current findings provide no evidence that cultural differences
between Western and Asian participants reverse (or even attenuate) the self-
prioritization effect in object categorization when mother is the target of comparison
(cf. Sparks et al. 2016). Instead, objects owned-by-self (vs. object-owned-by
mother) were classified more quickly regardless of participants’ cultural milieu (Sui
et al. 2012, 2014). To establish the replicability of these findings, in our next
experiment we explored the self-ownership effect using a different Asian sample—
residents of Hong Kong. Again, in an object-ownership paradigm, participants
Fig. 2 Mean posterior distributions of starting point (z) (A) and drift rate (v) as a function of Ownership
(B). Drift rates for mother have been multiplied by - 1
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classified items that ostensibly belonged either to the self or mother. As in
Experiment 1, data were submitted to an HDDM analysis to elucidate the processes
underlying decision-making (Wieki et al. 2013).
Experiment 2
Method
Participants and design
Forty-eight young adults took part in the study; 24 of whom resided in the West
(i.e., Aberdeen, Scotland; 7 males, Mage = 21.75, SD = 2.98), and 24 of whom
resided in East Asia (i.e., Hong Kong, China; 10 males, Mage = 19.92, SD = 2.45).
5
All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity and reported that,
to date, they had lived entirely in either the UK or Hong Kong, respectively.
Informed consent was obtained from participants prior to the commencement of the
experiment and the protocol was reviewed and approved by the Ethics Committee at
the School of Psychology, University of Aberdeen. The experiment had a 2
(Culture: Western vs. Asian) 9 2 (Ownership: self vs. mother) mixed-design with
repeated measures on the second factor.
Stimulus materials and procedure
Participants were approached individually—in Aberdeen, Scotland and Hong Kong,
China—by an experimenter and asked if they would take part in a brief object-
categorization task. On securing their consent, each participant was seated facing a
laptop computer and the experimenter explained that the study comprised an object-
classification task featuring two classes of objects; pencils and pens. The task was
identical to Experiment 1. On completion of the experiment, participants were
debriefed, thanked, and dismissed.
Results
Object categorization
Responses faster than 200 ms were excluded from the analysis, eliminating less than
1% of the overall number of trials. Table 3 shows the accuracy and RT data.
Participants’ mean reaction times were submitted to a 2 (Culture: Western vs.
Asian) 9 2 (Ownership: self vs. mother) Bayesian mixed-model analysis of variance
(ANOVA) using the software package JASP, with a default distribution of prior
model probabilities (see ‘‘Appendix B’’—JASP Team 2017). Comparison of the
resulting models revealed that the main effects model (Culture ? Ownership,
BF10 = 32.52) was preferred to the interaction model
5 Our sampling plan was as in Experiment 1.
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(Culture ? Ownership ? Culture 9 Ownership, BF10 = 12.23) by a Bayes Factor
of 2.66. Specifically, there was very strong evidence for the effect of Ownership
(BF10 = 53.89) on task performance (Wagenmakers et al. 2011), such that responses
were faster to self-owned (M = 521 ms) than mother-owned (M = 542 ms) items.
Further analysis of effects revealed no evidence for the inclusion of Culture
(BFIncl = 0.55).
Accuracy
A 2 (Culture: Western vs. Asian) 9 2 (Ownership: self vs. mother) Bayesian mixed-
model ANOVA conducted using JASP, with a default distribution of prior model
probabilities, revealed that the interaction model (Culture ? Ownership ? Culture
9 Ownership, BF10 = 4.14) was preferred to the main effects model (Cul-
ture ? Ownership, BF10 = 2.79) by a Bayes Factor of 1.48. Specifically, there was
strong evidence for the effect of Ownership (BF10 = 11.30), but no evidence for the
effect of Culture (BF10 = 0.25) on performance. Further analysis of effects revealed
no evidence for the inclusion of the Ownership 9 Culture interaction (BFIncl-
= 1.08). Accuracy was higher for self-owned (M = 94%) then mother-owned
(M = 90%) items.
Diffusion modeling
As in Experiment 1, no cultural differences in task performance were observed.
Again, this suggests that a pre-decisional bias for self-related information does not
differ between cultures (Golubickis et al. 2018). To confirm this interpretation, the
current data were submitted to a HDDM analysis (Wieki et al. 2013). As the self-
ownership effect was observed across both cultures, only Ownership was modeled
in the HDDM analysis. Three models were tested for comparison. As can be seen in
Table 2, the MSM yielded the best fit (i.e., lowest DIC value). Interrogation of the
posterior distributions revealed that task performance was underpinned by a
combination of prior and dynamic biases (see Fig. 3). Specifically, comparison of
the observed starting value (z = .67) with no bias (i.e., z = 0.5) yielded very strong
evidence of a pre-decisional bias toward self-owned (vs. mother-owned) responses
(pBayes(bias[ 0.5)\ .001). In addition, a comparison of drift rates (v) revealed
moderate evidence for a difference in the rate of information uptake (negative drift
Table 3 Mean reaction time (RT) and accuracy (%) as a function of culture and ownership (Expt. 2)
Culture Ownership Mean RT (ms) Accuracy (%)
Western Self 512 (70) 92 (6)
Mother 538 (87) 91 (6)
Asian Self 530 (68) 95 (4)
Mother 546 (72) 88 (9)
Standard deviations appear within parentheses
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rates were first multiplied by - 1), indicating that processing efficiency was greater
for self-owned than mother-owned objects (respective Ms: 3.87 vs. 3.36,
pBayes[self[mother] = .031).
6
Fig. 3 Mean posterior distributions of starting point (z) (A) and drift rate (v) as a function of Ownership
(B). Drift rates for mother have been multiplied by - 1
6 As in Experiment 1, no substantial evidence for cultural effects was observed in the ANOVA, hence
adding culture to the HDDM models may not be warranted as it is unlikely to moderate any parameters.
To ensure completeness however, models were rerun with culture included. As would be expected based
on the ANOVA, culture did not modify any parameters and resulted in larger DIC estimates.
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Discussion
The results of Experiment 2 provided further evidence that ownership influences the
speed of object categorization (Golubickis et al. 2018). Compared with pencils or
pens that were owned-by-mother, identical self-owned items elicited faster
categorization times in participants from both the UK and Hong Kong. These
findings replicate Experiment 1 and confirm that self-relevance facilitates perceptual
decision-making regardless of putative differences in cultural socialization (see also
Sui et al. 2012, 2014). In exploring the processes underpinning task performance,
the HDDM analysis revealed that ownership mapped onto the starting value (z) of
the DDM, indicating that participants required less evidence when responding to
self-owned than friend-owned items. This pre-decisional bias replicates the effect
observed in Experiment 1. Additionally, evidence for a difference in the quality of
evidence gathering (i.e., drift rate, v) was also observed, showing that self-owned
(vs. mother-owned) objects were processed most efficiently. Corroborating Exper-
iment 1, these results provide no evidence for a reversal of the self-prioritization
effect among Asian participants during a perceptual decision-making task (cf.
Sparks et al. 2016). Both Westerners and Asians identified self-owned items more
rapidly (and accurately) than mother-owned items (Sui et al. 2012, 2014).
General discussion
A substantial literature has revealed the effects of self-referential processing on
memorial outcomes. In particular, items paired with the self are easier to remember
than comparable stimuli associated with other people (e.g., Conway 2005; Conway
and Pleydell-Pearce 2000; Cunningham et al. 2008, 2013; Kelley et al. 2002; Maki
and McCaul 1985; Rogers et al. 1977; Sparks et al. 2016; Symons and Johnson
1997; Turk et al. 2011). Developing this line of inquiry, Sparks et al. (2016) recently
demonstrated important cultural variation in the emergence of this self-memory
effect in an ownership task (Cunningham et al. 2008). Whereas Westerners
displayed a standard self-memory advantage when mother was the target of
comparison (i.e., self[mother), this effect was reversed (i.e., self\mother)
among Asian participants.
Based on related research exploring the effects of self-relevance on perceptual
decision-making (i.e., self-prioritization, Humphreys and Sui 2016; Sui and
Humphreys 2015), here we considered the extent to which differences in cultural
socialization impact the effects of ownership on object categorization (Golubickis
et al. 2018). Across two experiments, a generally consistent pattern of results was
observed. First, ownership triggered a basic self-prioritization effect (i.e., self\
mother), with no convincing evidence that this effect differed between Western and
Asian participants (Sui et al. 2012, 2014). Second, drift diffusion modeling revealed
that this effect was primarily underpinned by a prior (i.e., pre-decisional) bias (Voss
et al. 2004, 2013; Wieki et al. 2013; White and Poldrack 2014). Specifically,
regardless of their cultural milieu, participants required less evidence when
responding to self-owned than mother-owned items (i.e., starting point, z). In
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Experiment 2, unexpectedly, evidence was also gathered more efficiently for the
former than latter stimuli (i.e., drift rate, v) during decisional processing.
Ownership and object identification
So why is the memorial advantage for self-relevant material reversed across cultures
(Sparks et al. 2016), but the analogous stimulus-prioritization effect in object
categorization seemingly resistant to cultural influence (Sui et al. 2012, 2014)? Echoing
Sparks et al. (2016), we speculate that the answer may reside in basic differences in the
processing requirements of the specific tasks under investigation. Memorial benefits
associatedwith self-referencing are acknowledged to derive from elaborative (i.e., post-
perceptual) processing operations that enhance stimulus encoding and representation
(Conway and Dewhurst 1995; Johnson et al. 1993; Keenan and Baillet 1980; Klein and
Loftus 1988; Rogers et al. 1977; Symons and Johnson 1997). As cultural differences in
the representation of personknowledge (i.e., degree of self-other overlap inmemory, see
Ng and Lai 2009;Wuyun et al. 2014) impact thesememory-based operations, divergent
effects between Western and Asian participants may naturally emerge (Sparks et al.
2016). In contrast, perceptual tasks of the sort used here (see alsoGolubickis et al. 2018;
Sui et al. 2014) require only the low-level differentiation (i.e., identification) of self-
owned from other-owned stimuli. At this basic level of analysis (i.e., self-other
discrimination), self-centric responses may be the default product of perceptual
processing (Northoff 2016), hence insensitive to cultural variation in patterns of self-
construal (Sui and Humphreys 2015; Sui and Gu 2017).7 Of course, to establish if this is
indeed the case additional research will be required. In particular, using an identical set
of objects, studies should examine the effects of ownership on both perceptual and
memorial measures among Western and Asian participants.
Although egocentrism is most strongly equated with behaviour in early childhood
(see Perner 1991; Wimmer and Perner 1983), adults continue to think and respond
in a self-centric manner. Indeed, research suggests that all that separates adults from
children are corrective processes that counteract and override initial egocentric
responses. Thus, it is not that adults are less self-centered than children, it is simply
that whereas they have the capacity to adjust their preliminary egocentric reactions,
children do not (see Epley and Gilovich 2004; Epley et al. 2004). During early
childhood, ownership and egocentrism are tightly intertwined. At around 2 years of
age, children begin using possessive pronouns (e.g., mine) and, by the age of 4, have
an established sense of ownership (Hay 2006). Reflecting this understanding,
disputes over possession account for a significant proportion of sibling and peer
conflicts (Furby 1980; Ramsey 1987; Ross 1996). Intriguingly, variants of these
self-biases have also been observed in other primates; notably chimpanzees,
orangutans, and capuchin monkeys (e.g., Brosnan et al. 2007; Chen et al. 2006;
Lakshminarayanan et al. 2008). Given the primacy of self-other differentiation
during early perceptual processing (Northoff 2016; Reddy 2008; Ruffman 2004;
7 It is possible that cultural differences failed to emerge because of the Westernization of our Asian
samples (but see Sui et al. 2014). However, it is worth noting that Sparks et al. (2016) reported cultural
differences in memory performance using Asian participants in Australia, some of whom had lived there
for over 10 years.
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Truong and Todd 2017), it is perhaps unsurprising that cultural differences in self-
construal do not influence the effects of ownership on object categorization
(Humphreys and Sui 2016; Sui and Humphreys 2015; Truong and Todd, 2017). As
previously noted, however, future research should investigate this issue in greater
detail to establish exactly when cultural factors do, and do not, impact object
processing and response generation.
Ownership and decisional processing
Using an HDDM analysis (Wieki et al. 2013), a goal of the current research was to
identify the processes that underpin the self-ownership effect. In both Experiments 1
and 2, a largely consistent pattern of effects was observed. First, replicating
Golubickis et al. (2018), the self-ownership effect corresponded to a shift in the
starting point of evidence accumulation (i.e., z), such that participants required less
evidence when responding to self-owned than mother-owned objects (Expts. 1 and
2). This confirms that ownership modulated information-sampling requirements
prior to evidence gathering (White and Poldrack 2014). Second, and expectedly,
ownership also influenced the rate at which evidence was extracted from stimuli
(i.e., v) during decisional processing. Notably, in Experiment 2, self-owned items
were processed more efficiently than mother-owned items.
The emergence of pre-decisional biases during decision-making has been traced to
the influence of a couple of factors: stimulus probability/expectation and reward
(White and Poldrack 2014). For example, whenmanipulations of response expectancy
provide information that one outcome is more likely than another, a higher starting
value (z) is adopted for the frequent (vs. infrequent) response (e.g., Domenech and
Dreher 2010; Mulder et al. 2012). Similarly, shifting stimulus reward also impacts
starting values, such that participants are biased toward rewarding (vs. unrewarding)
items (Ashby 1983; Bogacz et al. 2006; Diederich and Busemeyer 2006; Simen et al.
2009; van Ravenzwaaij et al. 2012; White et al. 2010).
Interestingly, whilst self-relevant stimuli are inherently rewarding (Northoff and
Hayes 2011), this positivity also extends to self-relevant responses. In a gambling task
in which prizes could be gained or lost for either the self or another person, Krigolson
et al. (2013) showed that the medial prefrontal reward systemwas activated when bets
were accompanied by a self-relevant response, regardless of the outcome (i.e., win or
lose) of each gamble. In other words, simply responding in a self-relevant manner was
gratifying. It is possible, therefore, that participants in the current investigation were
predisposed toward the response option that was most pleasing/positive (Ma and Han
2010; Stolte et al. 2017), hence the higher starting value for responses to self-owned
than mother-owned items. That is, reflecting a reward-driven egocentric strategy
(Epley et al. 2004), participants initially assumed all the objects belonged to them, only
later adjusting this belief (hence the slowed response times tomother-owned items). A
useful task for future research will be to evaluate this possibility.
Intriguingly, contrary to prior research (Golubickis et al. 2018), differences in the
efficiency of information gathering during decisional processing were also observed
(Expt. 2), such that drift rates (v)were higher for self-owned thanmother-owned items.
Quite what to make of this finding is unclear. Reflecting the rate of evidence
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accumulation during decisional processing, drift rate is highly sensitive to task
difficulty and low-level stimulus properties (e.g., Ratcliff and McKoon 2008; Voss
et al. 2004). Given however the only difference between the current experiments was
the location in which Asian participants were recruited, it seems unlikely that either of
these factors contributed to the emergence of the observed difference in drift rates
between self-owned and mother-owned items. Additional experimentation is needed
to establish the reliability of this effect. This unexpected finding aside, the current
work nevertheless underscores the value of drift diffusion modeling when exploring
self-prioritization effects in perceptual decision-making (Humphreys and Sui 2016;
Sui andHumphreys 2015; Truong andTodd 2017). To fully realize the potential of this
approach, future research should consider the effects of ownership on a wider range of
objects (e.g., desirable vs. undesirable items, valuable vs. worthless items) among
culturally diverse samples to pinpoint exactly when and how self-relevance triggers
stimulus prioritization during decisional processing.
Conclusion
In sum, here were demonstrated the emergence of a self-ownership advantage in
both Western and Asian participants during an object-categorization task (Golu-
bickis et al. 2018; Sui et al. 2012, 2014), an effect that was primarily underpinned
by a pre-decisional. Contrasted with memory research in which self-biases are often
attenuated or even reversed as a function of cultural socialization (Sparks et al.
2016), differences in patterns of self-construal appear to exert little impact on
people’s ability to discriminate self-owned (or associated) from other-owned (or
associated) objects (Sui et al. 2014). The extent of this cross-cultural egocentrism
awaits further investigation and analysis.
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Appendix A
Bayesian mixed model ANOVA on reaction times
Model comparison
Models P(M) P(M|data) BFM BF10 Error (%)
Null model (incl. subject) 0.200 0.022 0.089 1.000
Ownership 0.200 0.290 1.637 13.412 0.716
Culture 0.200 0.035 0.147 1.637 2.761
Ownership ? culture 0.200 0.464 3.466 21.439 4.745
Ownership ? culture ? ownership 9 culture 0.200 0.188 0.928 8.693 3.065
All models include subject
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Bayesian Mixed Model ANOVA on Accuracy
Model comparison
Models P(M) P(M|data) BFM BF10 Error (%)
Null model (incl. subject) 0.200 0.237 1.245 1.000
Ownership 0.200 0.488 3.806 2.054 0.814
Culture 0.200 0.072 0.310 0.303 1.466
Ownership ? culture 0.200 0.158 0.750 0.665 3.592
Ownership ? culture ? ownership 9 culture 0.200 0.045 0.190 0.191 2.041
All models include subject
Appendix B
Bayesian Mixed Model ANOVA on Reaction Times
Model comparison
Models P(M) P(M|data) BFM BF10 Error (%)
Null model (incl. subject) 0.200 0.010 0.040 1.000
Ownership 0.200 0.538 4.653 53.892 1.216
Culture 0.200 0.006 0.023 0.576 2.308
Ownership ? culture 0.200 0.325 1.922 32.524 2.754
Ownership ? culture ? ownership 9 culture 0.200 0.122 0.556 12.226 3.317
All models include subject
Analysis of effects
Effects P(incl) P(incl|data) BFInclusion
Ownership 0.600 0.943 11.009
Culture 0.600 0.688 1.470
Ownership 9 culture 0.200 0.188 0.928
Analysis of effects
Effects P(incl) P(incl|data) BFInclusion
Ownership 0.600 0.691 1.489
Culture 0.600 0.275 0.253
Ownership 9 culture 0.200 0.045 0.190
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Bayesian Mixed Model ANOVA on Accuracy
Model comparison
Models P(M) P(M|data) BFM BF10 Error (%)
Null model (incl. subject) 0.200 0.051 0.216 1.000
Ownership 0.200 0.580 5.523 11.300 0.802
Culture 0.200 0.013 0.052 0.248 0.821
Ownership ? culture 0.200 0.143 0.669 2.792 1.250
Ownership ? culture ? ownership 9 culture 0.200 0.213 1.081 4.145 2.411
All models include subject
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